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herself, whom no one would be abandoned enough to iccommcnd
as a moral adviser ; and it is the mingled iioin and humanism con-
centiated in this inimitable personage tint giu-s the philosophical
sentences and the profitable msti nations thru \ ight \ alue.
"Lazar- Nor is there anything of the didactic commentatoi in the fust
ilk de novella picartsui> or novel of logum, Liiztirilh <l? Tonne^ the
Tormes" Q\fe<& extant edition of which i& dated 1554. This is a book which
is Spanish to the core. It is an inveision of the chnaluc romance,
with its resplendent hero and high-sounding adtie\ements, Spain
at that time had been mined and demobilised by a ^i^antie war.
The whole country was in a stale of destitution. I-aige numbeis
of the gentry were reduced to miserable shifts, maintaining appear-
ances on next to nothing, forced to keep body and soul together by
mean pretences; alargepiopoition of the lovvei classes were rogues
and vagabonds without disguise. Such was the state of things that
formed the background of the picaresque novels. We find in them
the comedy and satire that emanate from despair.
Lazaro is the offspiing of a miller's foieman and a trull. ! !e gets
his living as best he can, and his first job is to lead about a blind
beggar. He cheats and is beaten by this first master, then drifts
from one patron to another, each worse than the last—skinflint
priest, starving hidalgo, seller of indulgences, friai, painter, chaplain,
algua7,il»—attaining the summit of his career as town-crier of Toledo
and husband to an archpriest's concubine. Some of the tricks and
adventures of the young scamp are borrowed from the popular jest-
books. But the mordant realism with which his successive masters
are sketched, and the cynical humour, are what had been traditional
from the Archpriest of Hita to the Celestina. In one sense the story
—and a brief oneat that—is formless, the incidents merely following
one another at random as the hero passes from one protector to the
next. But this, which was to be the regular scheme of the picaresque
story, was not a bad device for satirical portraiture of the different
phases of Spanish life. The tale is told not without economy and
restraint 5 there is a steady consistency in the comic view of life,
the satire being directed at the same ironical angle throughout. The
picaresque method—of which this is the first complete example—-is
by no means lacking in artistic possibilities.
Lazaro's philosophy of life—if so respectable a term can be applied

